5th GI/ACM I4.0 Workshop on Standardization of Automation and Control Systems

Preliminary Program
Monday, 28/09/2020: 09:30 - 16:00

Session 1: 09:30 – 11:00

2. Vitaly Promyslov Academy of Science Russia et al: Validation of Control Systems with Heterogeneous Digital Models and Virtualization Technologies;

Break: 11:00 – 11:15

Session 2: 11:15 – 12:45

4. Xinxin Lou Technic Faculty Uni Bielefeld et al: Operational Security Analysis and Challenges for IoT Solutions;
5. Axel Rennoch & Alexander Willner Fraunhofer FOKUS Berlin: Edge Computing Standardization and Initiatives;

Break: 12:45 – 13:30

Session 3: 13:30 – 15:00

7. Josef Schindler FA University Erlangen et al: Gossip Protocol approach for a decentralized energy market with OPC-UA client-server communication;

Break: 15:00 – 15:15

Session 4: 15:15 – 16:00